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The commerce newsletter would have been incomplete without a mention of the most happening association of CJCColossus. With events like service launch, product launch, mock stock, business summit, crisis management and much
more being organized every two weeks, Colossus is perennially harnessing and nurturing the competitive streak in its
students. Colossus believes that it is these competitions that contribute towards its students’ wholesome growth as
dynamic minds.
PRODUCT LAUNCH AND SERVICE LAUNCH
This competition is as serious as it sounds. It is no child’s play to think of an original product or service in a world of startups that cater to your every wish. This is just the beginning. Not only do you have to make a professional synopsis and
presentation that covers your financials, vision, future prospects and so on, you also need to make print, radio and video
advertisements for your product/service. The biggest challenge is to pack the final punch that sells your idea in just under4
minutes.
BUSINESS SUMMIT
Have you ever wondered how real business deals are done? How some company is given the responsibility to build
airports by the government? Well, business summit gives you the platform to experience this process first hand.
MOCK STOCK
Isn’t the prospect of being Leonardo on Wall Street exciting? Don’t you wish you could mint millions on the market? Mock
stock gives you the market and the money to make more from it. One of the most exciting events, mock stock demands
presence of mind, analytical skills, bargaining and convincing power, loud voices and a truckload of good luck.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT
If you can survive this competition, you can glide through life’s humiliation and daggers. As representatives of an
organisation in turbulent waters, you shall have to face the media’s heat and soothe the public’s worries. Throughout, the
team needs to be on its toes and at an arm’s distance from further controversy.
Abhijit Murthy - II CAME L

UNCONVENTIONAL UNPARALLELED

Vinita Gupta

Your dog needs fashion too!

Vinita Gupta works hard and expects her team to
do the same. This year, the 47-year-old CEO of
Lupin Ltd even cancelled the usual holiday on
Diwali at its Baltimore, US
headquarters,
making do with just a puja, a traditional Indian

India's only luxury brand for pets, Heads Up For Tails is as cute
and fabulous as it gets. From chic collars and leashes, bedding,
toys to grooming products and accessories, this pet start-up
wants your dog to stay up to date with the latest fashion trends.
Launched in 2014 by Rashi Narang, with just 40 products,
HEADS UP FOR TAILS now has over 2000 products.
Why a pet start-up? “In my quest to find quality products for
my newest family member, I was dismayed by what was
available even at the best pet stores. That's when I decided to
start a line of exclusive pet merchandise for other pet parents to
indulge with their pets and to be able to raise better pets.”In
2014, after a year of research, I launched Heads Up For Tails.”
Rashi said.
Ridhi Jain
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lunch, and a bit of fun and games. It is this
dedication to her work that has enabled her to
raise the company's US business, which she has
been heading since 2005, from a mere five percent
revenue to 45 per cent. Lupin, started by her
father Desh Bandhu Gupta in 1968, retained its
sixth rank this year (by prescriptions) in the
annual list of 10 biggest and fastest-growing US
pharma companies compiled by global
healthcare industry tracker IMS Health - the only
Asian company to figure in the list. Gupta has
been CEO since September 2013. Vinita Gupta
has increased the US business of Lupin Ltd
exponentially, making it the sixth biggest pharma
company in that country.
Mansi K
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SIGNS OF SUCCESS
Aries: March 21 – April 20
Kiran Mazumdar Shaw – Chairman and
Managing Director of Biocon LTD.
An Aries person is full of creative energy
and talent in his/her professional life and
needs sufficient expression for that.
Exploring unmanned territories and
unknown lands is their habit. It is their
urge to go for the unconventional that
makes them successful.

Taurus: April 21 – May 21
Mark Zuckerberg – Chairman and cofounder of Facebook.
Hard work, time management and order
make a Taurus happy. They need security
in their job and quiet environments to
work in. They are patient apart from being
hardworking and are therefore able to
fully devote themselves to one particular
thing and yield excellent results.

Gemini: May 20 – June 20
Bill Ford - Former Chairman of Ford
Gemini people possess high energy and
are always active at body and mind along
with optimistic vision. They are sharp by
mind and possess good brain power. They
are believed to lack patience and ability to
stay quiet and calm at a single place or a
single thought or tasks in normal life as
well as in career or business.

Cancer: June 20 – July 22
Julian Assange – Editor in chief of Wiki
leaks. Cancers are energetic, kind-hearted,
imaginative and protective. They are
moody but their sensitive nature brings
out the best in them. Cancers have some of
the most successful and most successfully
fallen personalities.

Leo: July 23 - August 21
Narayana Murthy – Co- Founder of
Infosys.
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Leos are born fortunate. They are
charismatic and have a positive-thinking
that attracts not only an abundance of
friends and opportunities, but helps
them survive life's stormy times with
style and good humor. They have the
ability to take charge and make decisions
in times of crisis.
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Vi rg o : A u g u s t 2 2 –
September 23
Henry Ford II – CEO of Ford Motor
Company (1960-1979 )
When a Virgo shines, there is no match for
them. When a Virgo is confident within
himself/herself, he/she is most
successful, structured and confident of all
signs. Virgos also have a variety of natural
talents. They even have an immense need
to communicate with people.

Libra: September 24 –
October 23
Sunil Mittal – Founder, Chairman and
group CEO of Bharti Enterprises.
With the balance in their sign, Libras are
well above successful in life. They are
humble and understanding and develop
a good rapport with people, whether they
are on a lower level or a higher level
professionally. With the perfect balance of
right and wrong and good and bad, they
maintain their position up on the success
ladder and do not neglect their grassroots
either.

Scorpio: October 23 –
November 21
Bill Gates – Co -founder of Microsoft.
It takes passion and hardwork to reach a
successful point in life. A Scorpio is
flanked by these skills from all sides. They
strive hard to make things work. Their
dedication and skills helps them
overcome the Herculean hurdles in their
lives and form a successful career. They
are habitual of wanting more and more
and they eventually get it.

Sagittarius: November 21
– December 21
Walt Disney
A Sagittarius is eternally free and
independent. Their love for adventure
and travel does not permit boredom in
their lives. They are also exceptionally
creative and pursue intellect and culture.
They are driven and can deliver in crunch
time.
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Capricorn: December 21 –
January 19
Ratan Tata – Former chairman of Tata
Group.
Calculating and decisive, Capricorns are
extremely goal oriented. Capricorns are
generally steadfast and deliberate in finding
safety and comfort in all that is tried and true.
They are not concerned with the worldly
problems and are free from obsession, rage,
abuse, negligence and idleness. When they
focus on the task at hand and on themselves,
the natural result will be success!

Aquarius: January 19February 18
Alfred A Taubman - Late developer of
Taubman Centers
Aquarius people are the seekers of
knowledge and keep on searching for new
truths around them. Aquarius natives are
born creative and would always be creative
in their actions in career and business.

Pisces: February 18 - March
20
Steve Jobs - Founder of Apple
Creative and driven people, Pisces are quite
successful in what they do, good or bad.
Many Pisceans have been instrumental in
bringing some kind of big change. Another
very important aspect of the Piscean way of
life is believing in something and making
sacrifices for it. Whatever they do, they
remain true to it and finish it only when
successful.
Anvita Joshi
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Dynamic Techworld
'Godless' Android malware spreading fast in India:
A family of mobile malware called "Godless" has affected over 850,000 Android devices worldwide with almost
half of these devices in India alone. Based on the data collected from cyber security firm Trend Micro's "Mobile
App Reputation Service", malicious apps related to "Godless" are found in prominent app stores, including
Google Play."Godless" hides inside an app and exploits the root of the operating system (OS) on your phone.
This creates admin access to a device, allowing unauthorised apps to be installed. It contains various exploits to
ensure it can root a device and it can even install spyware. By having multiple exploits to use, 'Godless' can
target virtually any Android device running on Android 5.1 (Lollipop) or earlier. Almost 90 percent of Android
devices globally currently run on affected versions. Once the malware has finished its rooting, it can be tricky to
uninstall."While downloading apps, users should always review the developer. Unknown developers with
very little or no background information may be the source of these malicious apps. Users should also have
secure mobile security that can mitigate mobile malware.
Aditi Jain
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BABY LEAPS
Coolest start – ups
FIVE YEAR OLD START – UPS RANK – 1
Founded by Sanjay Sethi, Radhika Ghai Aggarwal and Sandeep Aggarwal started in January 2011,
ShopClues is an E-Commerce market place based in Gurgaon. It has been funded by Tiger Global,
Nexus Venture Partners and Helion Venture Partners to the tune of $130 million. Its biggest
challenge is continuing to differentiate.
‘COOL FACTOR’ – It plays in ‘unstructured’ categories and it targets merchants and customers.
Aadit
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HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW?
Business & Finance
There are no spaces between words.
Across
1. rate and efficiency of work
4. ask the bank to advance money
6. money paid for a loan
10. wealth of person or business
12. promise to repair or replace
13. amalgamation of two companies
14. legal agreement
16. total sales of a company
17. share of profits paid to shareholders

Sidhi Jain
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Down
2. proof of payment
3. put money into a company or business
5. money paid to owner of copyright or patent
7. part of the capital of a company
8. where shares are bought and sold
9. money lent
11. amount of money spent
14. neither cheque nor credit card
15. money returned
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Winner’s Talk
Crisis Management
Crisis Management is an event where you're given a situation in which your organisation deals with a major
event that threatens to harm the company and its public image.
It consists of skills and techniques which require you to identify, assess, understand and cope with a serious
situation in a short span of time.
This event tests various qualities of an individual such as his speaking skills, presence of mind, quick
wittedness, ability to think on his feet etc.
I was a participant of Crisis Management in my I PUC and our team managed to win this competition only
because of our time management skills since you're given a short decision making time, team work as we
represented the company are required to work together and also our leadership skills to deal with the situation.
However in my opinion, this event can also be improved by including stress rounds relating to Public Relations
and an Elevator Pitch to test the participants' capability to respond quickly and give them a real feel of the crisis.
I wish all my juniors participating in this event good luck, may the best team win!
-LOVEENA SIROHI
II CAME- L
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EDITORS’ NOTE
In today’s world of education, textbooks cannot be bibles and
definitely not if one aims at physically making an impact on
the world around them.
As students of Christ Junior College it is our responsibility to
respect the institution’s efforts to contribute to their students’
growth beyond books and to reciprocate.“Comlette” too is one
of many such endeavours of the Commerce Department to
provide it’s students a medium to share their thoughts about
this dynamic world of commerce.
By editorial team:
Niharika D
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Aakanksha S
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Madhura B
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